A crystalline undulator (CU) with periodically deformed crystallographic planes is capable of deflecting charged particles with the same strength as an equivalent magnetic field of 1000 T and could provide quite a short period L in the sub-millimeter range. We present an idea for creation of a CU and report its first realization. One face of a silicon crystal was given periodic micro-scratches (grooves), with a period of I mm, by means of a diamond blade. The X-ray tests of the crystal deformation have shown that a sinusoidal-like shape of crystalline planes goes through the bulk of the crystal. This opens up the possibility for experiments with high-energy particles channeled in CU, a novel compact source of radiation. The first experiment on photon emission in CU has been started at LNF with 800 MeV positrons aiming to produce 50 keV undulator photons.
INTRODUCTION
The energy of a photon, E, emitted in an undnlator is in proportion to the square of the panicle Lorentz factor y and in inverse proportion to the undulator period L:
E=hy'c/L. Typically, at the modem accelerators the period of undulator in the synchrotron light sources is a few centimeters [I] .
With a strong worldwide attention to novel sources of radiation, there has been broad interest [2- 121 to compact crystalline undulators. A CU with periodically deformed crystallographic planes bends the charged particles as an equivalent electromagnetic field in the order of 1000 T and could provide a period L in sub-millimeter range. This way, a hundred-fold gain in the energy of emitted photons is reached, as compared to a usual undulator.
PECULIARITIES OF CRYSTALLINE
Particle trajectories in a deformed crystal are more complicated than in a usual undulator (Fig. I) . Undulator radiation is accompanied by a harder component (channeling radiation). This component is harder than undulator radiation because of the smaller period of oscillations Lchr-3 micron (for typical energies of a few GeV, where undulators are used). On the other hand it is lower in intensity because the amplitude of oscillations is also small Achy -1 A. At the condition A,, >> AEhr the UNDULATOR nndulator radiation bas much higher spectral density and the background radiation is not essential. Fig.1 Peculiarities of a crystalline undulator.
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METHOD OF CU CREATION
Different ideas have been proposed for creation of CU [Z-151, but they are still pending realization. We have recently [2] demonstrated by means of X-rays that microscratches on the crystal surface make sufficient stresses for creation of a CU by making a series of scratches with a period of 1 mm. Now we have optimized this process and were able to produce an undnlator with a period in sub-millimeter range and with a good amplitude. A series of undulators was manufactured with the following parameters: length along the beam 1 to S mm, thickness across the beam 0.3 to 0.5 mm, 10 periods of oscillation with step from 0.1 to 0.5 mm, amplitude on the order of 50 A. The undulators were tested with X-rays as described in ref. [2] . As a detector of photons, we use a crystal of NaI (TI) with a diameter of 1 cm x10 cm. To calibrate the ydetector, we use radioactive sources "'Am with &=59 keV, and %o with F.,=l. 
EXPECTED PHOTON SPECTRUM
The calculations of radiation intensity were carried out for the (011) plane of the silicon single crystal. It is obvious that only positrons under channeling conditions can emit the low frequency radiation in the periodic above-considered structure. Thus, the channeling radiation will take place for similar crystal structures. In general, radiation is characterized by dimensionless parameter [14] When p 5 1, the total radiation spectrum is a simple additive combination of the strictly undulator and channeling ones. The total spectrum will be the sum of contributions from mainly two basic frequencies of the both processes. When p >> 1 one can expect that the spectrum will be similar to photon spectrum of synchrotron radiation.
For p slightly more than 1, the radiation spectrum is complicated and consists of some peaks. The last case is more difficult for consideration. Besides, in CU, the dechanneling process and radiation of the above-barrier positrons is expected, and it is necessary to take into account their influence on photon spectrum. For calculations of the photon spectrum from 800 MeV positron beam we chose the period and amplitude of deformation of the silicon single crystal equal to 0.01 cm and 80 A, respectively; we expect to obtain these values in nearest future. . .
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When p is about or below 1, one can calculate the expected photon spectra for LNF experiment. Fig. 4 shows the calculated spectrum of photons radiated in CU for 800-MeV positrons. The maximum of the distribution corresponds to = 55 keV. Our calculations take into account the following factors:
to produce intense X-rays of 10 to 1000 keV. Crystalline undulator would allow to generate photons with the energy on the order of 1 MeV at the synchrotron light sources where one has at the moment only 10 keV, and for this reason crystal undulators have great prospects for application. 1) channeling radiation and dechanneling process; 2) finite length of the crystalline undulator, 0.1 cm; 3) radiationbf the above-harrier positrons; 4) absorption of gamma-quanta in the undulator hulk (calculated in assumption that absorption in undulator is similar to that in amorphous silicon media [IS] ).
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The channeling radiation is comuuted in accordance GeV and selected parameters of the crystal undulator the values of p > 1 are achieved and can run up to 100 (for energies 10-15 GeV). For a usual undulator this case was solved analytically [14] . However, for CU (where there are two practically independent frequencies of particle motion) finding an analogous solution is an important actual problem. More detailed information concerning the calculations will be published elsewhere.
CONCLUSIONS
Our studies on the creation and characterisation of the periodically deformed crystalline structures, and calculations of the expected photon spectra allow us to draw the conclusion that crystalline undulator will be able Positrons energies at MEP accelerator ( At positron beam energies higher than 3
